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All American  
 Healthcare
All American Healthcare is a leading healthcare staffing  
agency that leverages technology to connect high-quality  
nursing professionals with nursing homes, hospitals and 
schools across the country. Filling shifts quickly is critical,  
as is continually attracting capable nursing personnel.

The Challenge

All American first hired Ridge Marketing to help drive 

business growth, which required expanding beyond the 

New York and Pennsylvania metro areas and signing on new 

nursing facilities and healthcare professionals across the 

country. It was clear that All American needed a far more 

sophisticated online presence in order to achieve their goals.
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The Solution

Ridge Marketing modernized the All American brand, crafted new messaging  
in a clear and friendly way, while making it easier for both groups to sign on 
for shifts. Engaging videos were added to help visitors emotionally connect  
with the benefits of working with All American.

We then employed a combination of optimized organic search, Google and 
Facebook advertising, blog articles and social posts to drive qualified traffic  
to the website. By carefully studying user behavior, we steadily improved 
engagement through ongoing refinements to campaign parameters,  
messaging, website structure and the staff onboarding process.

The Results

Since 2018, Ridge Marketing has helped All American grow their web traffic  
by 350%, gain nearly 20,000 new healthcare employees and expand from 
serving seven states to 19 states across the country.

Working closely with All American Healthcare, Ridge Marketing continues  
to make improvements to strategy, technology and messaging in order to 
reach new prospects and increase conversion rates.
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New Applicants

17,630
Increase in Page Views

1,718%
Geographic Growth

270%

Simply put, we've asked
Ridge to help us completely

revamp our entire online
presence. We couldn't be

happier with the results, but
also with the way they work.

Each of the specialists at
Ridge is great at what they

do, and just as importantly, a
true pleasure to work with."

— Paul Ruderman  
CEO, All American Healthcare
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